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ABSTRACT

In situ recovery methods for many of our hydrocarbon and mineral
resources depend on the ability to create or enhance permeability in the
resource bed to allow uniform and predictable flcm. To meet this need, a
new branch cf geomechanics devoted to computer prediction of explosive
rock breakage and permeability enhancement has developed. The computer
is used to solve the non-linear equations of compressible flow, with the
explosive behavior and constitutive properti~s of the medium providing
the initial/boundary conditions and material response. Once the resulting
computational tool has been verified and calibrated with appropriate
large-scale field tests, it can be used to develop and optimize commercially useful explosive techniques for ?% situ
resource recovery.
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NOMENCLATI.RE
I * internal energy per unit mass, J/kg
P = pressure, GPa

t - time, s
u - velocity, m/s
P = mass decsity, Mg/my
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Ih~ODIJCTION
Explosives have played a role in georesource recwery since at least 1705 in the United Statea, and
since the early 1600’s in Europe (~). However, until
recently it has not generally been necessary to exercise great control uuer explosive events in recks
etrce chemical p ocesslng has always been done above
Sround. With t!leemer~ence of in 8itu processes for
extractim of energy and mineral resources, this picture has changed. There is now a need for a more
controlled predictive dynamic fragmentation or ●racture capability so that the desired permeability and
fluid flow through the resource bed can be achieved.
only then can we hope to optimize both technically
and econanicall} the preparation of itisitu leach or
Solutim mines for copper, uranium, or other materials, and atinwlation from a well-bore of oil, gas, or
geothermal resources in low-permeability reservoirs.

Although
the processing requirements for each of these
diverse operations are quite different, the underlying
theory and approach for preparation of the resource
bed is basically the same. Clearly ~ ,~eneralized
approach wt.ichaccounts for site-speci<ic gecdogy and
Secmetry to predict reactive multi-phase fluid flow
in the resource bed as a result of blasting is required. The development of large digital canputers
over the past few years has made such an approach p~ssfble. A new branch of geomechsnics, devoted to tt,e
canputer prediction of fracture patterns, void distributions, particle size distributions, and flow path
permeabilities resulting from explosive loading la
emersing. The techniques are centered around numerical solutions of the equations of compressible flow
using appropriate boundary conditions and material
constitutive relatims.
This approach requires beyond
the state-of-the-art laboratory studies to determine
the dynamic response of gec hysical materials for a
wide variety of in situ co[..titions
and large-scale
field tests to establish confidence in the predictive
capabilities developed.

THEORY
The first, most dramatic effect of blasting in
reck is the generatim of an in~ense atr. . wave. The
propagation of the stress wave is governed Ly the principles of the conservatism of mass, munentum, and
~:.~rgy. These fundamental principles may be written
mathematically in the form of a set of coupled partial
differential equations (~). For a fluid, these equatims are, respectively:
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em chemtcal modificat%a, of the explosive for optlefficiency.
& “MSS1” axplgeive ie one in which the chticml
a? or very cloaa to the
reactlone run to completicm
detonation front. The behavior of en ideal explosive
dependa very little on the charge dlamater, eonfl.nement, or booeter system. In contraat, a “non-ideal”
explosive Ie one in wh%ch there la significant delayed reaction of at leaat some components. The behavior of a non-ideal exploelve as reflacted for exampla in the detonation velocity and peak (C-J)pressure,
may depend sensitively on the geometry and method of
initiation. The dietlnctxon Is a tachnical one; nonideal explosives may be more suitable for field ap;?lications,
euch ae fracturing oil ehele or coal, or for
well stimulation.
Gmsideraola work has bean done at the LQS Kizmoa
Scientific Laboratory on ideal explosives. since military ●xplcmives are usually of this type. Recently,
●his work has been extended tn an effort to characterize commercial, non-ideal explos~ves, such -s
To date, the focus has baen on studying
ANFo Q).
the ●arly-time behavior of the explosiva to determine the detonation velocity, C-J dansity and preaeure,
end equation-of-state for the reaction products.
Work ia in progress to study the late-time gas effects produced by these explosives.
The characterization of an expl.osivaia a threestep process. First, a chemistry coda is used to
pradict the ideal betiavio~of the ,.<plosivefrmn its
compos$.tion. ‘l?hen;’.field
tests are conducted, where
the axplotiiveis detonated under controlled conditions, ao that ita actual behavior can be stud:ad.
Finally, the partial reacticn of the explosive is
taken Into accuunt in the chemistry code so as to
give agreement with the fisld data. Fig. 1 shows a
comparison between the calculated and observed behavior for 0.1 m diemeter ANFO. The end products,
which are input to the stress wave propagation code,
are the detonation velocity, conditions at the C-J
point, and the variation of the pressure and energy
as the reactisn produce gases expand and cool. The
technical Aspects of “numericalmodeling of explosives
are described in a book by Ffader (~).
8UR breakage

(3)

r~ra material
withsttength,
such ae rock,tha pressure terms in equationa (2) and (3) wouldbe replaced
terme fnvolving the ganeral atreea
with analogcua
tenmr .
Theee equationa must be augmented with “constitutiva relations,” which give the strews and internal
emergy aa functions of the current atate and previous
●ttain history of the rock. In general, ccmstitutiva
relationa would incl.udaeffects such as visco●lesticity, plasticity, and fracture. In practice,
:Lastic/plzatic and fracture affects are so dif. mswt
In character that thay sr. ueually traatad separately.
They will be discussed se~arately in some depth below
in view of the critical roles they play in the
reeulta of blasting.
Clvan the conatitutive ral.ztiona,equations (l),
(2), and (3) are predictive in tha sense that the
●ffacts of the blast are uniquely determined by the
initial and boundary condi.tione. In this context,
we can consider tha energy and momentum input from
the axploeive itself as a combined initialfbounda-.-y
ccmdition. The explosive prwides the initial impuhe
thnt generates the stress wave and then maintaina a
high residual pressure in the borehole. At late
times, the gases produced by the explosive play a.
somewhat different role as they spread through.the
broken rock and act to “heave” the rubble. I!he
characterization of explosive behavior will be discussed in more detail below as it plays a centrzl role
in the effort tomcdel the effects of blasting.
The bahsvior of the explosive ia complex, and
the conetitutive relations are highly non-linear. We
therefore have a set of difficult nrm-linear partial
differential equations to solve. These equationa
have analytic solutions only for the simplest, most
highly idealize? situations. The solutions we must
seek are therefore numerical ones obtained with
aophisticatea large-scale computers. Indeed, the
complexity of these equations has provided much of
the impetus for the development of Larger, faster
cattputersby the scientific communitv over the paat
ssvaral decades.
The basic partial differential equations must be
rewritten via one of several approx~mation schemes
befora a solution is possible. Cmce this is done,
the solutions to the equations may be obtained in a
step-by-step fashion at successively later times
after the initial detonation. These solutions are
obtained at a large number of discrete mesh points
spread throughout the region of interest around the
charges. To model a realistic field size blast may
raquire a mesh with tens of thousands of points and
m~ involve integration wer thousands of time steps.
Deck-loaded charges with delays between the firing
of the various decks can be taken into account during
the calculations.
E@LOSIVZ

CHARACTERIZATION

Quantitative charact(>rizationof the performance
of camnsrcial blasting age~.?:(ncn-lde+il.
exp].osi.vcs~
is crucial to the succcss of u cuuputer-designed
fragmentation or permeability enhancement schmue,
since the explosive provides the initial and boundary conditions for the basic equations. If the rock
rasponae characteristics are sufficiently well known,
tha calcul~tions can provide guidance for tailoring,
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Fig. 1 Comparison of calculated and observed shock
and Plexiglas-water int~?.facepositions during detonation of 0.1 m diameter ANFO, The open circles are
the ob:erved points. The contours are calculated
pressure at 0.1 GPa intervals. ‘l%enon-ideal behavior of the ANFO has been modeled by assuming that
55 percent of the ammonium nitrate undurgoea delayed
reaction behind the detonation front (see ~).

tie ability to characterize explosives is the
ftret step tmtard the modlflcatton of explosives to
better meat engineertn),goala. Such tailoring could
include changes in deto ation velocity, C-J pressure,
totel energy, and contro. of rise time and pulse
duration. Ghanges could be made to do more than optimize breakage. For example, it might be desirable
to tailor the explosive to limit the production of
fines near the borehole. Obviously, the coupling of
the detonation energy to the rock and the dynamic reaponae of the rock itself are important considerations in explosive tailoring, and the choice of explosive must be specific to the reservoir bed.
COUSTITCTIVE RELATIONS
The COn.St%tUtiVe relationsimportant in & 8itu
processing applications must describe the dynamic response of geologic materials under a wide variety of
conditions. Historically, laboratory investigation
of rocks have concentrated on measuring a lfmited
number of properties under very restricted conditions.
For example, yield strength and some of the elastic
moduli have been measured, but usually at ambient
temperature, la pressure, antiat fixed str.sinrate.
While necessary for a complete material description,
these data are not sufficient to describe the response to dynamic loading. The effects of such parameters as loading rate, pore pressure, elevated temperatures and pressures, and the presence of natural
joints and fractures must all be included. No geologic material has yet been studied sufficiently to
allow an UIISmbigUOUScalculation of the breatige pattern and permeability distribution resulting from a
given explosive loading. There has, however, been a
casiderable amount of work done on a few materials
of interest, including Green River oil shale (~, Q, ~),
Antrim shales (Q), and Devouian gas shales (~). These
measurements have contributed to simplified constitutive re~ations, thus allowing rudimentary solutions
to tbe stress-wave propagation equations for dynamic
fracture applications,
Constitutive relations, in general, express the
response of a material to a given dr:ving mechanism.
For the geologic materials considered in dynamic
fragmentation r.pplications,the response wi.llvary
.,. , considerably as the loading rate and the material constraints change. Since both effects are important,
‘t,’
for an in SitU explosive event. several different experimental techniques are required to determine the
,., explicable constitutive relations.
Experience has shown that many material properties for shales can be correlated with initial density
& kerogen cmtent (10). This is particularly valuable for computationa~purposes. Elastic moduli of oil.
(&) and gas (~) shales have been determined as a
function of density at zero confining pressure. The
ultrasonic sound speed data used to determine these
moduli for Green River oil shale are shown in Fig. 2.
The moduli are obtained from the ~elocity data
using standard theoret~cal relations, assuming that
the material is transversely isotropic. (Actually,
there is some evidence that these materials are not
atrfctly transversely isotropic (~).
In the ultrasonic measurements, porosity was
carefully avoided so that iicorrelation between sound
speed and density could be established. Tha effects
that porosity and water saturation can have on the
sound speed and the moduli have been demonstrated by
measurements on a highly porous (12 per cent), low
kerogm content oil shale from the hvil Points Mine.
The sound speeds wele determined for samplea both dry

atidsaturated vith water. The sound speed data are
auzmusrlzedin Table I. The sound speeds given there
for the nonporous material were determined from the
velocity fits givem In Fig. 2 ueing the densities of
the mineral material and karogen alone.
The data in Tab?.eI show that the 12 per cent
porosity appeara to have lowered the velocitiesby
14-23 percent. Filling the pores with water further
lowered the longitudinal velocities by 10 per cent
and the shear velocities by 20 per cent. The requirement to make accurate assessments of the effects of
kerogen conte,lt,porosity, and saturation levels is
clearly evident from these measurements.
A constitutive relation necessary for fragmentation calculations is the material failure envelope,
I.e., the limits to which the material can be loaded
before it fails, and the resulting residual material
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Fig. 2 Velocities of five propagation modes veraus
density fo:-Green River oil shale. The data and
solid line firs are labeled accocding to mode as
longitudinal (parallel ta
follows: Vl (squarea),
beddin~); V (triangle), longitudinal (perpendicular to be4ding); V4 (crosses), shear (perpendicular to bedding, particle motion parallel to bedding); V5 (circles), quasi-longitudinal (45” to bedshear parallel to beddings
ding); V6 /.l,lssigns),
.,.I.
particle mo~.vn parallel to bedding).
TA8LE I
VELOCITIES OF FIVE PROPAGATION MODES
IN OIL SH,.LEWITH DIFFERENT POROSITY/SATIEtATiON

Mode

Velocity, kmla
Sonporous DrY Saturated

longitudinal
(parallel to bedding)

5.60

4.44

4.01

longitudinal
(perpendicular to bedding)

4.85

4.03

3.66

shear (perpendicular to
bedding, particle motion
parallsl to bedding)

2.88

2.47

1.99

quasi-longitudinal
(45” to beddinr)

5.15

4.28

3.90

shear (parallel to beddin~, particle motion
parallel to bedding)

3.41

2.61

2“1.5

properties after failure. Yield strengthshave been
SSaeured aa a function of density and mean atresa (~j.
These results, including the shift h the brittltf
Bate deductile transition can be seen in Fig. 3.
pendence and failure properties based on theee data
have been incorporated into a scalar damage model (Q).
Fragmentation calculations based on this model hwe
been moderately successful.
Intermediate and high strain rate experiment
are most conveniently done in plana geometry ualng
veve propagation :echnlques. For strain rates above
104/a, dynamic properties can be measured using a
gae-driven gun or explosive loading device. A schematic drawing of a laboratory-scale gaa gun is shown
in Fig. 4.
Plata impact dwices canbe used for a variety
of experiments. Mach useful information is contained
in plots of shock velocity or wave speed versus particle velocity. Such a plot for a Devonian shale,
obtained with a standard techniqu.’called the “impedance match method” (~), is shown in Fig. 5. Plots
like thts one have been used to derive the equilibrium i3ugoniotequation-of-state for oil and gas
shales (~, @o
An important feature of the example shown in
Fig. 5 is the phase transition that occurs in this
gae ahele at a pressure of approximately 20 GPa at
this loading rdte. This is deduced from the offset
in the plot at a shock velocity of zbout 6 km/s. The
actual physical mechanisms governing the transition
are not !xIown,but it is suspected that the behavior
is due t~ the a-quartz-to-stishovite phaae transformation. This is probably the explanation, even
though the transition pressure found here ia 6-10 GPa
larger than the static stishovite transition pressure. Meaningful constitutive relations must include
this transition, not only to describe the wave profanation properly, but also becausz the material could
absorb large amounts of energy during the transformedlon. Understanding this phenomenon becomes particularly important in the design of practical devices
such aa jet penetrators.
The effect of loading rata on the yield surface
illustrated in Figs. 6a
C9P.be seen frm. thC rssdtG,

end 6b. of a second type of high strain rate experiHere menganin gaugee are esobedded
within
a aemple of oil ahele and the stress-timeprofile
ia monitoredwhile the sample is hit with a hlgh-

ment (@.

veloclty projectile. These profiles, shown In Fig. 68,
are transformedto the more ueuel stress-strain contours, which are shown in Fig. 6b. From the successive gauge recordsin Fig. 6a, the dispersionof the

shock profileeis evidentaa the stress rise tlmcs
inoraase with distance. This dispersion indicates
that the shale yields gradually under compression.
This is also evident from the curvature of the streasstrain plot. When compared with Fig. 3, howevar, the
effect of increaaed loadlng rate is obvious. Where
statically, shale could only support a 0.1 GPa load
at zero confining pressure before yielding, the dynamic reeulta show considerably greater strengths.
Again, the conetitutive relations to be used for
numerical calculation of stress wave propagation must
account for this behavior.
The most difficult loeding regi
to deal with
is the intermediate strain rete region. Part of the
problem of obtaining accurate material behavior and
conatitutive relations at the 101-103/a rates la the

Fig. 4 Schematic drawing of a laboratory-scale gas gun.
The driver is fired through the barrel toward the semple and transducer assembly at the right.
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Fig. 3 Yield stress versus confining pressure for oil
shala of two different densities. The fits to the
data are abeled with the oil shale density. The
4
2.25 Mg/m ojl shale (circles) is a moderate grade;
the 2.0 Mg/m oil shale (crosses) is rather rich in
kerogen.
The brittle/ductile transition points are
marked with arrows, Note that th: brittle/ductile
transition occurs at a much lower 8tress level for
the rich oil shale.

3
PARTICLE VELOCITY,

km/s

Fig. 5 Shock velocity versus particle velocity for
Devonian gas shale. The discont+.nui.ty
in the data
at a shock velocity of about 6 km/s is releted to a
phase transition that occurs in the samples at this
atrass loading level.

extremedifficultyof performingsuitableexperiments.
bars can
Split-Hopkinson bars (Fig. 7) or tornlon
yield data up to about 103/a,althoughconakderable
uncertainty●x%sts regardingthe Intarpretatlonof
data obtainedfrom these experiments (~).
Other ex-
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periments (16) kave shown the nead for adequate sample
These data are essential for
size and homogeneity.
determination of the far-field behavfor several borehola diameters rammed from an explosive event. It is
%n thie aub-kilobar praem.trerange and 102-103/e strain
rate regime where much of the rock damage occure.
A good start haa been made toward gaining a fundamental understanding of the dynamic properties of
geological materials important in 5n situ application.
At the same time, it is clear that effects
such ae pore pressure, elevated pressure and temperature, and material microstructure need to be explored
in much greater depth so that meaningful constitutive
relations can be developed. Aa a first ntap, we can
expect to -z. in ‘he near future a significant improvement i,,our un$;cstanding of the role played by strain
rate effe.rs..
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6 Stress data obtained from gauges embedded in a
Fig.
sample of 2.08 Mg/m3-density oil shale following impact by a high-velocity projectile. Fig. 6a shows
stress versus time as reported by gattgesat depths
of 2.1, 6.5, and 11.0 mm. Note how the stress
rise times lengthen as the shock propagates through
the sample. Fig. 6b shows the stress-strain curves
for each of the qauge locltions. TIN strain rates
are approximately 3 x 105/s loading and -1 x 104/s
unloading. Note that the sample is loaded to near~~
0.6 GPa in this experimen~, even though the static
yield stress ie approximately 0.1 GPa (cf. Fig. 3).
●
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Gsologic ~aterials behave to some extent like
e3,estic/plastic:oli{!s. At high pressura they exhibit ductile flov; however, at lower pressure they
behave like brittle materials that may be fractured
and can fail catastrophically under intense stress
loadtng. The dynamic response of rock to low and
moderate stresses is embodied in the usddl constituttve relation, while the fracture process is
generally treated by means of separate fracture models.
Fracture models may generally be divided into
two categories: empirical statistical models and
theoretical fracture mechanics models. The empirical statistical models hsve been reviewed by
Kuznetsov and Faddeenkov (~).
Theoretical fracture
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Fig. 7 Schematic drawing of a split-Hopkinson bar.
A projectile ie fired from the left to impact the
incident pressure bar. ~+s generates a stress wave,
which propagates down the bar to the right to impact
the sample in the confining chsmbex. The bar acts
to disperse the pulse and reduce the stra{n rate at
the sample. Illustrations of the pulse shapes at the
left end of the Lar and at the .:uple are shown in
plots at the top of the figure. A portion of the
pulse is transmitted through the sample to the right
into the transmitter pressure bar.

Fig. 8 Resulte of a computer simulation of the detonation in oil shale of a 1 m charge of ANFO (0.12 m in
diameter), with the top of charge 0.4 m below the
free surface. The contours show that regions of successively greater “damage,” as calculated with the
fracture model developed by Johnson (Q;,. The
shaded-in area (damage greater than 0.5) shows roughly
tha volume nf the crater to be expected from thie blast.

●echanicsmodels are more appropriate

for our purpoeee becausethey reflectboth the microphye%caof
of the rock.
fractureand the strainhistory
Several

thwretical

models for fracture

under

d~ic

loadinghave been developed. me of the
dmpleet
fs a direct extension of elesttc/plsstic
theory,where the accumulatedplasticstrain la taken
&e a measure of fractura(~). This is clea:lyinedeqtmte since the deformation of geologic materlsls
during fracture ia quite unlike ordinary plastic flow.
The ductil: flow of rock at high pressuremay be the
only characteristicof rock that closelyresembles
plasticity.
J&nson (Q) has also developeda fracturemodel
based on plasticity,but has built into it several
featuresthat more closelydescribethe behaviorof
rock.
First, he introduces a “damage parameter,”
WZiichvaries from O to 1 as the rock is increasingly
more heavily broken. L’hedamage parameteris not
plastic strain per se, but the damageia assumedtu
increeee whenever the yield surface is crossed. The
growth of damage is modeled in a rate-dependent
fashion with a suitable ti-aeconstant, and the growth
lew allows for the fact that it is harder to increase
the level of damage in rock that is already heavily
damaged.
Effects of dilatancy are also included.
Fimally, there is some feedback as the increase in
damage Is taken to lower the yield strength of the
rock, and thereby its resistance to shear deformation. Results of a stress-wave calculation based
using this model are shown in Fig. 8. The most significant drawback of the damage model is that it is a
scalar model, while real fracture has a strongly
directional character. “In addition, the model S11OWS
only in the simplest way for the effects of extensive
fracture on the response of the material to successive loading. ‘i’his
means that the treatment of stress
wave propagation through partially broken rock is not
very satisfactory.
A somewhat more sophisticated fracture model has
been developed by Grady and Kipp (~).
In their
model, the damage parameter represents a measure of
the fracture-induced void volume in the rock. The
rate at which the damage grows is determined by follwing the growth in void volume as applied streasea
cause a statistical distribution of flaws to sctivate
and grow. Tle incremental stress-strain relation ia
modtfied by the presence and the growth cf damage.
As a result, stress relaxation and energy dissipation
associated with fracture effectively reduce the elastic moduli. This model is more satisfactory for
treating the propagation of stress waves through
broken rock, but it still has the limitation that it
is a scalar model. Only z tensor model can properly
account for the direc~.ionalnature of fracture and
fracture-induced stress relaxation.
A tensor mode, the “NAG/iIRAG”(“nucleation and
growth--with resulting fragmentation”) model, has
been developed at SRI International (20). l’hismodel
has many of the features needed for a=mnprehensive
three-dimensional fracture model. It is based on
theoretical fracture mechanics, but it has built into
It the experience gained in a series of laboratory
explosive tests conducted on oil shale samples at
SRI . The NAG/FRAG model has one principal weaknees:
It ia formulated in terms of a number of adjustable
free parameters. While the parameters could be determined empirically in principal, in practice it would
be difficult to do so with a limited number of experiments.
A new isnsor fracture mode, tne “SCM” (“statistical crack fiechanicg”)model, is being developed by

K. Menes end L. C. Mrgolln (~) ● t the
Thi9 model *
Us Alemoe ScientificLaboratory.
beeed on the analytic$olutionfor the raapomee of ●
vrm$f-alwad
crack to a generalstate of streea. l’ha
bulk response
of ttie metertal
is then obtaiaedby
suparimpoaing● statisticaldistributionof cracks
The dlatr%but%on
with various sizes and orientatlone.
of crack% evolves with time n3 appliad tensionsand
sheers cause cracks to grw. It is still a bulk
theory in the sense that the collectiveeffact of menY
cracks is considered,rather than the growth of a
●ingle crack. However, it has all the desirable
features
of a tensor theory. Becauea &t IS baaed on
rigorousmicroscopic theory, the S(llmodel involves on
a smell number of physicallymeaningfulparameters,
each of which could be determinedin the laboratory
J.

or in a amel’ number of field tests.

FL.UJMODELING
The relationbetween fluid flow and fracture for
a porous geologic material is by no mems clear. NO
complete theoretical analysis exists for flow through
a hydraulically- or explosively-produced fracture
system. Yet for many applications, permeability, not
fracture, is the crucial parameter. This iS certainly
the case for modeling flow in 6%1, gas, geothermal
st”~m, and hot dry rockre$ervoirs, as well aa for
developing <n Situ oil shale, tar sands, and coal
resource recovery t.zchniques.
Several theories exist I,iI
king permeability to
fracture. til of them recogn~ze the ~mportance of
porosity, whether resulting from dilat,atiofl
or present
before the stimulation treatment, as the controlling
factor. These theories are semiquantt~ative at best,
and much more theoretical and experimen~al work relating rsck deformation and fracture to permeability
must be done. The importance of the “stress cage”
(the compacted zone surrounding a borehole or fracture that restricts the flow) has been recognized for
at least 15 years, but no quantitative data or theories that could mitigate Its effects are available.
Correlations between field-scale and laborato~ data
are perhaps more important for this branch of rock
physics, since large-scale flow csn be completely
dominated by natural flactures and joints, which are
carefully excluded in laboratory tests.
A promising start toward treating this very complex problem has been made using geomedia fluid flow
models developed at the LOS Aiamos Scientific Laboratory. Hlstorica.?ly,flow models have been limited to
applications in uniform porous media. The new timedependcnt models not only describe flow in fractured
porous media, but also include the effects of diffusion and dispersion, heat exchange, sources and sinks,
spatially varying material properties, and multicomponent and multi-phase flow. These models are implemented in several large-scale, versatile computer
codes.
One cf the codes, TRACER (~), has been used to
study the effect of a large, poorly fragmented block
shale retort. Of
of material inside an ‘in situ oil
particular interest is the effect this block has un
tracer flow measurements that might be made to remotely diagnose the internal state of the retort. The
retort geometry and the locations within it of six
tracer gas sampling stations are shown in Fi$. 9. The
poorly fragmented block is represented as a region of
reduced permeability in the upper right hand corner
of the retort. The tracer gas (argon ii. this case)
ie injected in a ehort pulse at the top. The calculated tracer gaa concentrations at sampling stationa
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re..
?*. 10. Curvesare shown for the inhor.~geneous
tort with the block (labeled“HH”) and for a homogeEretortwith uniformpermeability(lebeled‘%”)
for

Comparison.
and
l%e curves in Fig. 10 chow that the trecer
flw through the low permeability block at the
-s
top of the retort are inhibitedrelatlve to the flow
in the htssogeneousretort. The calculations also
show, however, that significantdispersion occurs in
curvee at the bottom
the retort,
so that the tracer
of the retort are almost the same for the inhomogeneous end homogeneous tetorta. Celculatione such as
these wI1l be eesential for plaming tracer sempling
strategiesfor in situ fragmentation diagnostic techniques.

Anothercode, KSAK (23),has been developedto
model the extensionof s new or existingfracture

6

being

3

l-gal

Flg. 9 Schematic diagram of an in 8itw oil shale retort. The “partially rubbled region” in the upper
right is assumed to +ve a much lower permeability
t~n the rest of theretort.Thetracer gas is introduced at the t “-of.th~ retort and is sampled at the
six labeled “t2 history stations.” Gas is permitted
to exit at the bottom of the retort cm the right side.
.Oiq

..

driven by a high pressure gas. The gas may be
cossdeneible(e.g., steam) or even reactive (e.g., a
elow-burnfng propellant). The code allows for viacoinertial flow in the crack and for flow from the crack
into a medium of variable porosity, permeability, and
saturation level. The common assumption of Darcy’s
Iaw ia not made in the code. Some reeulte obtained
with the KRAK code are shown in Fig. 11. There the
growth of crack length with time is shown for several
assumed permeabilities for the surrounding medium.
The rate of crack growth clearly depends aen,:f.tively
on the rate at which the flow can diffuse away from
the crack. This effect can have a pronounced influamce on wellbore springing applications.
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Fig.10 Time histories of tracer gas (concentration by
weight versus time) at four of the sampling stations
Ln the oil shale retort ~hown in Fig. 9. The curves
marked “NH” sre for a retort with a partially rubbled
region, as in the retort in ~ig. 9; the curves marked
‘%” are for a uniformly rubbled homogeneous retort for
comparison. The tracer measurements at station 1 are
quite sensitive to the presence of the poorly rubbled
regior.. However, dispersion within the retort causes
the measurements at the r!her stations to be rather
insensitive to the state of the retort for the assumed
pulse duration and gas flmr rate.

Fig. 11 Crack length velsus time for several assumed
permestbilitiesfor the surrounding medium. Note how
increased permeability allolm diffusion away from the
crack and greatly inhibits the rate of crack growth.
The actual growth rates depend on the driving force
:nd the material properties of tl!emed um. Conversion
factor: (Darcy) = (1.8697 x 10-13) (m$ ).
These exsmples illustrate the progress that has
be=n made toward the description and modeling of
fluid .1OW in geologic materials. Related modeling
techniques can be used to described the dewatering of
a coal seam, x -~ive coal gasification schemes, and
gas flow in a rer :Lvoir. It is important to emphasize,
though, that we tlavejubt begun to understand this
enormously complex problem.
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arrangement for a field experiment to study exploqive rubbling of oil shale. In this sketch,
12 ~ical
the explosive borehole (circle marked vith a cross) is drilled horizontally, parallel to the bedding planes.
(The firing cable is not showr,here). The shot hole Is surrounded by tliagnosticholes, In which scresq an~
accelerometer gauges have been deplwed.
Data recording is done in r.eultime riurlngthe blast in the on-site
instrumentation trailer.
P2ELD TESTS

The abil~ty ta design fragmentation methods to
achievs psrmsabillty enbancemenc suicabls for georeisourcerscovery can cnlv be ve-ified by comparing calculational results --ichlarse-scale, heavily instrumented explosive field tests. Past experience ‘has
demonstrated that predic lens 5zse5 on simple concepts
or traditimal mrtkoriado noc alvays ylsld satisfactory results in the field. ~ie number of variables
to be considered is lzrge and isolation of key parameters is an exrrercelydiffi~iit task. f~,-b~ervarions
necessary for direct cmpzrlsan with calculations
are stress wave prsfilss. p+rt:cle velcclty ar=d
acceleration measur?mencs. free surface motion, and
post-shot aece~inaticri of frag=encatian rzsuirs.
In order to determive ZFleeffects of geep!y:sical
variables S-UCE.
as hsd.dingplz?e .orient=riom,hydrocarbon content, and joir,tand fracrur: spacing, an
extensive pre=hsc examinzcizn cf tie test region Is
also req~ired. ‘.”=
K.’f=-=suctlq.tiancitative
tests
have been performed.
Exanrpiesof the typs of expsriinencsneeded or.
large-seal= blasting effecrs are the ail shale b=.d
& the ios :..lams
preparatic- sctidieshein~ ccnc?:icced
for one of tfiese
Scientific Lakorarc7y. Tiiege~nec~f
barehcle
axperirents, z SIF;IS ZXpksivdy-lmdsd
parallel to the ti=ddingplane. is shown in Fig. 12.
-1- are nti~er*8 di~~Surroiindingciie•:.~lesi-re
bcrek~-w
nostic holes ic.,=tajilj.?g stress gau~es and accelerometer~. A series Z: ck,eseex~erimenrs i9 ii, pr~gre=s
at the Colony t!inenear TIIfle.CO. These experiments
are being psrfornd ~indsr~,cEa;ispices~-itht~,e
coc.perstionof Aclancic Richfield, iGSCO, and rhe
Colony lkvelcpment Corpcracicn.
Predictions fer the stress kistcmy at ~ gatige
location about 1 m from the explosive boreheie for
une of the rec~nt field experfr-.r.cs
ar= sti=umin
Fig. 13. The calculated pe=k stress fcr t~is gauge
ia m gaod .%grecnencuith the preliiiir=rydata for
this experiment (2:).
llhiaconfirnatlon of the
—

azcuracy af the calCdatians. Is quite encouraging.
Efforts to predict the rii.stributian
of rock breakage
around cli.s
borelial?and cne effsccs af decked char5es
in z single bcrehale arz presently underttay.
Because the success of large-s?aie field tests,
especially tt,oseinvolving cmtiltipie
bore-holes,is crucial-::dependent on tF,ebehavior of c~.eexplosive,
pulsed time delay reflecc.nczers (25)
erlploylnglou
—
crush cables are tiepio::-cl
in the bcrehole rc mc+nircw
the explx+ivs detcmation kehavlcr. ihe xalue 01 rliese
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8eeeuremnts can be seen In Fig.

M. In this experiof the
ment, the cap and booster
were near the bott=
borehole.
The abrupt
jtnsp in the dete show that the
booster
wee not precieelyat the bottom. In fact, the
explosivewee initiateda small distancesway from the
bottom of the hole. Without knowledgeof ●xactlyhow
the explosiveperformed, the stress veve end accelerometer date would have been extremelyd%fflcultto
Iatmrpret.
Post-shotdleguoaticaare now being performed
for this series of experiments,Includingpost-shot
coring, acousticmapping,tracerflow measurements,
of the fragmented
region. Theee meeend excavation
eurements will be used to characterize the fragmentation reeulta ao that the permeabilitydistributioncan
be directlyconnectedto the explosiveloading. These
However, the
aaper3mentsare difficultand costly.
potentialpayoff of improved permeability enhancement
techniques through better
blast control and the increasein our understanding of basic e~losive processes

is

so great that this extra effort is fully

warranted.
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Fig lft&,le crush length versus time for a CORRTEX
diagnostic c: le deployed inside a 150 mm diameter
borehole loaded with ANFO. The crush length increases from zero as the detonation front runs Up
the 6 m long borehole. The ~etonation velocity can
be measured quite accurately from the slope of the
length-tim~ data. The abrupt jump from zero shows
that the d-.conatorwas located a short distance
n of the borehole.
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